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Synthesis of Venus Equatorial Geology: Variations in Styles of Tectonism and 
Volcanism and Comparison with the Nortbern High Latitudes D. A. Senske and J. W. Head, 
Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providencz, RI 02912. 

Introduction. Geologic mapping from Pioneer Venus (PV) radar image data shows that the equatorial region 
of Venus (15" S to 45" N) is characterized by seven distinct physiographic units along with four classes of tectonic 
and volcanic features (1,2). The northern 15" of the PV-imaged region overlaps Venera 15/16 radar image data (3) 
allowing correlations to be made between units mapped in both data sets. This correlation facilitates the 
extrapolation of Venera units into the equatorial region. In this paper an analysis is made of the region of overlap 
between the two radar images, examining the correspondence between units mapped in the northern high latitudes 
with those in the equatorial region. We also examine the spatial distributions and geologic relationships of the 
different equatorial units. 

Analysis of the Region of Venera 15/16 and PV image Overlap. Six of the units mapped in the 
equatorial region are found in the region of overlap with Venera data: plains (undivided), upland rises, tectonic 
junctions, inter-highland tectonic zones, upland plateaus, and coronae. Plains units (undivided) are radar-dark to 
mottled dark regions of low topography corresponding to Venera units mapped as smooth plains and rolling plains 
(3,4). This is the most pervasive geologic unit on the planet, covering approximately 70% of both the equatorial 
region and the northern high latitudes (4). The PV units defined as upland rises arid the gectonic iunction of Beta 
Regio correspond to the general Venera unit of large dome-like uplands. On the basis of stratigraphic relations 
between radar units and analysis of LOS gravity data, both of these units are interpreted to be associated with 
doming and thermal uplift (1,5,6). An additional large dome-like upland corresponds to the northern extension of an 
inter-highland tectonic zone located at northern Ulfrun Regio, and is characterized by a central graben structure and 
volcanic peaks. Two distinct regions of u~land   la tea us are found in the equatorial region: the first is located in the 
vicinity of Aphrodite Terra, and the second on the east and west flanks of Beta Regio. The large upland plateau of 
Tellus Regio, located to the north of Aphrodite Terra, has been mapped as tessera from Venera imaging (3). In 
addition to Tellus, correlations with the upland plateau unit have been made between two smaller areas of tessera, 
Shirnti Tessera and Kutue Tessera, which are located to the east of Tellus. On the basis of these correlations and 
the distinctive characteristics of tessera (elevated topographic plateau, high roughness, low reflectivity, highly 
diffuse scattering) (1,2), the southward continuation of mapping into the equatorial region suggests the presence of a 
tessera-like upland plateau along the northern flank of Tnetis Regio (1). The upland plateau on the eastern flanks of 
Beta Regio has recently been studied from high resolution Arecibo images (1,7), and has been shown to possess a 
complex system of ridges and valleys interpreted to be tessera-like (1). Two Wrona, the fmt located in Bell Regio 
and the second to the north of Sappho, are identified in both the Venera and PV image data. Within the PV data 
these structures are characterized by locally elevated topography, n m w  radar-bright discontinuous rims, and radar- 
dark interion (2). Similar characteristics are observed for coronae mapped in Mnemosyne Regio from both Arecib 
and Venera radar images (8). On the basis of this characterization, two large circular features interpreted as coronae 
are identified in the area imaged exclusively by PV. The first, Pavlova, is located in Eastern Eisila Regio, 
possesses an elliptical shape with dimensions of 525 km x 370 km, and is characterized by a 50-km wide 
discontinuous rim which exhibits 600 m of relief. The discontinuous part of the rim correlates with flanking 
topographic depressions mapped as very dark, that possess similarities to units mapped elsewhere as volcanic 
plains. The second (840 km diameter) corona is located to the south of Western Eisila Regio (2.0° N, 355.0"). 
Like Pavlova, this slsucture is characterized by a discontinuous rim which is radar-bright and elevated to the south 
while the northern rim possesses no topographic relief and is radar-dark (1). Stratigraphic relations between the rim 
and radar-dark interior deposits suggests lava flooding, forming plains, has occurred in the interior of this structure. 

Distribution of Equatorial Highlands On the basis of variations in structure and morphology, the 
physiographic units are divided into three distinct longitudinal zones: g~land rises (330" to 55"), tectonically 
segmented linear hirrhlands-u~land  law (55" to 145"). and inter-highland tectonic zones-tectonic iunctions (145" 
to 315"). The zone of ypland rise$ contains two highland structures, Bell Regio and Eisila Regio whose volcanic 
nature has been previously established (4,9,10). Eisila Regio is characterized by three distinct regions, Western 
Eisila with its volcanic peaks Sif Mons and Gula Mons, Central Eisila with the volcanic peak Sappho (1 1,12), and 
Eastern Eisila Regio with its corona structure, Pavlova. Detailed analysis of Western Eisila Regio suggests that 
the volcanoes and their deposits represent a thin veneer of material superimposed on a broad topographic high. In 
addition, ridges in the lowlands along the eastern flanks of Western Eisila Regio are interpreted to be normal faults 
(13) whose relation to high topography is consistent with a model of uplift under extension (14). This arrangement 
of structures and association with volcanism in Western Eisila suggests formation by doming associated with 
thermal uplift. A similar model has been previously proposed for Bell Regio (9.10). The volcanic nature of both 
Central Eisila and Eastern Eisila and their similarities to Bell and Western Eisila suggests that these features may 
also have formed by doming and thermal uplift. The region of Jectonicallv semnented linear highlands and upland 
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plateaus is made up of the highlands of Western Aphrodite (Ovda Regio and Thetis Regio) and Tellus Regio. 
Previous studies of the tectonically segmented linear highland of Western Aphrodite show it to be characterized by 
bilaterally symmetric topography and an en echelon central trough offset in a right lateral sense along cross-strike 
structural and topographic discontinuities (CSD's) (15,16). The structure of Western Aphrodite is similar to that of 
terrestrial mid-ocean ridges, and has on this basis been interpreted to be a site of possible spreading (15,16). The 
upland plateaus of Tellus Regio and the units flanking northern Aphrodite form a second distinctive set of highland 
features in the equatorial region (2). The location of an upland plateau adjacent to Thetis Regio, a region interpreted 
to be the site of crustal spreading (15,16), suggests two possible models for upland plateau formation: 1) the upland 
plateau is a preexisting old crustal block; doming and rifting analogous to that of old terrestrial continental crust, 
followed by spreading as suggested by Head and Crumpler (1987) (15), have split the block and formed the 
intervening high topography associated with Thetis: 2) the upland plateau originated by crustal spreading. In this 
second model, developed by Sotin et al., (1988) (17), an increase in mantle temperature and associated production of 
thicker crust created the high topography in central Thetis Regio. The region of inter-highland tectonic zones and 
mtonic iunction~ has previously been described as zones of extension (18). Unlike the upland rises and tectonically 
segmented linear highlands, which are predominantly linear features striking east-west, the inter-highland tectonic 
zones have a variety of orientations forming an interconnecting radial pattern between tectonic junctions (2). The 
presence of a bilaterally symmetric topographic rise with a central trough offset along CSD's suggests that the 
inter-highland tectonic zone of Eastern Aphrodite is a site of rifting and crustal spreading (19). This and other inter- 
highland tectonic zones converge at tectonic junctions. Two of these junctions, Beta Regio and Atla Regio, have 
been interpreted to be associated with deep mantle thermal anomalies (1,5,6). 

Conclusions. Examination of the 15" overlap region between the Venera and PV imaging data has allowed a 
one-to-one correlation between large-scale features in the two data sets to be made. On the basis of this correlation 
and the characteristic radar properties of these features, it is possible to extrapolate units mapped in the northern 
high latitudes into the equatorial region. We make four major conclusions based on this mapping: 1) Upland 
Plateaus, which are interpreted to be tessera-like tectonic units, cover approximately 6% of the region imaged by 
PV, which is slightly less than the percentage of unit area mapped as tessera in the northern high latitudes. 2) 
Tectonic junctions, tectonically segmented linear highlands, and inter-highland tectonic zones are unique to the 
equatorial region. 3) The equatorial region is interpreted to be characterized by regions of high topography 
associated with thermal uplift (e.g. hot spots), and long linear zones of extension and possible crustal spreading. 4) 
In contrast to the equatorial region, the northern high latitudes are characterized by several broad zones of 
compression forming highlands and orogenic belts (2031). 
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